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Save the Date! IVI Annual Members' Summit
This year's Members' Summit on Digital Innovation will be held
in Maynooth University on Wednesday 12th June 2019.
On the edge of the fourth industrial revolution, find out how
organisations are rising to the challenges and opportunities presented by
Digital Innovation and how IVI and our research programme can
contribute and support your organization in navigating these.
For more information on this event and to register click here.

How IVI is supporting Digital Transformation
Last month we wrote about the challenge of Digital Transformation for
organisations and this month we are delighted to report on the
contribution available from our research to organisations taking on the
challenge of digital transformation. Read more here

Just what is all the talk about TOM's..?
IVI is considering publishing a series of short info-videos on key
topics of interest where our members may benefit from a boost of
additional information.
To offer a sample, and get your feedback, please listen here to this
contribution on Target Operating Models.

Who will help us with our Innovation and Digital
transformation - that has the credentials?
IVI will be announcing a Mini-MBA focused on the successful
management of a complex Innovation and Digital journey.
Leveraging top academics from Maynooth University and beyond,
combining their knowledge with organisational front-line exposure. A
combination of knowledge and guidance. This is part of IVI's programme

'Leading with Knowledge'.
Full announcement and details will be presented at our IVI Annual
Members' Summit on June 12th 2019.
We will have the first intake to this course in September 2019.

IT-CMF Assessor Training Course, Maynooth University
21-22 May 2019
Purpose of the course:
This course is designed to enable you to conduct IT Effectiveness
Assessments (EAs) independently. The programme is a path to
competency for consultants and end-users (including Capability
Improvement teams) to developing the knowledge and skills required to
manage this IT-CMF Assessment type. You will be qualified to
independently manage an IT Effectiveness Assessment for your clients
or in your organization.
Course Format:
Duration: 2-day Classroom & 8 hours online
Cost: €1,500 per participant.
Please see our brochure for further information.
To ensure your place please email info@ivi.nuim.ie

IVI Hosts First Disruption + Digital Transformation
Workshop for Ireland's Health Service Executive
On 25th-26th April 2019, IVI hosted the first Disruption + Digital
Transformation Workshop for nearly 20 participants from the Health
Service Executive. The HSE provides public health and social care
services to everyone living in Ireland. The workshop explored key
concepts to help participants begin their digital transformation
journey. As part of the workshop, we identified HSE-specific digital
transformation challenges and priorities. This was an intensive, fastpaced, pragmatic 2-day programme comprising directed learning,
industry case studies, and hands-on activities. Using IVI's AssessDesign-Improve-Confirm workshop model, the focus was very much
on immediate benefit and practical application.

As part of the workshop, participants took IVI's Digital Readiness
Assessment: the assessment report highlighted HSE's priority digital
transformation challenges.

The programme comprises four modules:
1. Digital Disruption & Leading Change
2. Digital Readiness (including assessment)
3. Digital Strategy (including eHealth Strategy)
4. Digital Transformation (including digital change management - Define
| Design | Deliver)
IVI looks forward to continuing to work with the HSE and to providing
insights into what needs to be done to enable the HSE achieve their
digital ambition.
To find out more about IVI's Digital Transformation offerings and
Executive Learning Programmes, please contact info@ivi.ie

Acknowledgement of Contributors to IT-CMF - are you
listed?
Our global list of contributors to the development of IT-CMFs can be
found at www.ivi.ie/contributors. While we have gone to great lengths to
ensure this page is accurate as possible, we would be delighted if you
would check and let IVI@nuim.ie know if you or a colleague's name
should be included. Thank you.

